We propose an order index, φ, which quantifies the notion of "life at the edge of chaos" when applied to genome sequences. It maps genomes to a number from 0 (random and of infinite length) to 1 (fully ordered) and applies regardless of sequence length. The 786 complete genomic sequences in GenBank were found to have φ values in a very narrow range, 0.037±0.027. We show this implies that genomes are halfway towards being completely random, namely, at the edge of chaos. We argue that this narrow range represents the neighborhood of a fixed-point in the space of sequences, and genomes are driven there by the dynamics of a robust, predominantly neutral evolution process.
We propose an order index, φ, which quantifies the notion of "life at the edge of chaos" when applied to genome sequences. It maps genomes to a number from 0 (random and of infinite length) to 1 (fully ordered) and applies regardless of sequence length. The 786 complete genomic sequences in GenBank were found to have φ values in a very narrow range, 0.037±0.027. We show this implies that genomes are halfway towards being completely random, namely, at the edge of chaos. We argue that this narrow range represents the neighborhood of a fixed-point in the space of sequences, and genomes are driven there by the dynamics of a robust, predominantly neutral evolution process. The Edge of chaos originally refers to the state of a computational system, such as cellular automata, when it is close to a transition to chaos, and gains the ability for complex information processing [1, 2, 3] . The notion has since been used to describe biological states, and life in general, on the assumption that life necessarily involves complex computation [4] . In model systems such as cellular automata, there are well defined procedures for recognizing the change in computational cab ability during the transition from non-chaotic to chaotic states [1, 3] . However, these have not been adapted to the wider biological context, even for the simplest of organisms. But if we represent a living organism by its genome, view evolution as a dynamical process that drives genomes in the space of sequences, and consider chaos as a state of genome randomness, then we have a framework within which the meaning of "life occurs at the edge of chaos" may be investigated. Genomes, linear sequences written in the four chemical letters, or bases, A (adenine), C (cytosine), G (guanine) and T (thymine) and often referred to as books of life, regulate the functioning of organisms through the many kinds of codes embedded in them (there are also non-textual post-translational regulations; see, e.g. [5] ). When genomes are seen as texts, they have several key properties reflecting their complexity, including long-range correlations and scale invariance [6, 7, 8] (although this topic is debated [9] ), self-similarity [10, 11, 12, 13] , and distinctive Shannon redundancy [14, 15, 16] . However, these properties do not give a measure of the proximity of a genome to chaos or randomness. Before the edge-of-chaos notion can be explored, one needs to have a quantity that measures the randomness of genomes as texts.
Here we analyze genomes in terms of the frequency of occurrence of k-letter words, called k-mers, where k is a small integer [17] . For a given k, the 4 k types of k-mers are partitioned into k+1 "m-sets", m=0-k. An m-set is composed of all the k-mers containing m and only m A or T's. There are
types of k-mers in an m-set.
The reason for partitioning the k-mers according to ATcontent for statistical purposes is that although the A:T and C:G ratios are invariably close to 1, [18, 19, 20] , the AT to GC ratio may differ significantly. This partition is needed for preventing biased base composition from masking crucial statistical information in genomes [9, 16] . For k≥2, the k th order index for a sequence of length L (in bases) is
where 0<p<1 is the fractional AT-content in the sequence; q=1-p; L m is the total number of k-mers in the m-set; and L {∞} m is the expected value for L m in a pvalued random sequence of infinite length:
The definition of φ is based on the observation that distribution-averages are useful indicators of the randomness of a sequence. The denominator on the right-hand-side of Eq. (1) is a normalization factor which ensures φ≈1 for an ordered sequence (in which all AT's are on, say, the 5' end and all CG's are on the 3' end). The singularities at p= 0 and 1 are not a practical problem since no genome has such extreme base composition.
From the central limit theory we expect, for random sequences, |L m − L . We therefore expect φ to be proportional to L −1/2 on average. The log-log plots in Fig. 1 (a) and (b) show φ as a function of sequence length for different k's and p's. Each datum is averaged over 500 random sequences. It is seen that φ scales very well as L −1/2 (with sizable fluctuations), and is only weakly dependent on k and p. These results can be summarized for all k and p by an empirical relation:
with γ φ = 0.50 ± 0.01 and c φ = 1.0 ± 0.2 or, to a good approximation, φ {ran} ≈L −1/2 . This leads to the convenient concept of an equivalent length for a φ-value sequence, L eq (φ)≡φ −2 , the nominal length of a random sequence whose order index is φ.
Random events such as point mutations acting on a non-random sequence decreases its order, and hence its φ. Fig. 1 (c) shows that the φ of a p=0.5, 20 Mb ordered sequence, decreases exponentially with the number of mutations N µ , until N µ reaches a critical number N µc . The critical value reflects the fact that a random sequence does not become more random with further changes. In other words, if one thinks of random point mutation as a dynamical action taking a sequence from one point in the sequence space to another, then a randomized sequence is a fixed-point of the action. Our studies of initially ordered sequences having a variety of lengths and base compositions yield,
where the N µc ≈(1/4)L ln L, and the critical mutation rate is µ c ≡N µc /L≈(1/4)ln L. The formula for N µc compares well with simulation. In the case of Fig. 1 (c (3) to assign to a φ-valued sequence an equivalent mutation rate, µ eq (φ)≡ln φ −1/2 , the nominal number of random point mutations per base required to bring the index of an ordered sequence to φ.
Eq. (3) can be adapted for application to sequences not initially ordered. For example, the equivalent mutation rate for the 4.6 Mb genome of E. coli (φ=0.049) is 1.5 b −1 . Since for a 4.6 Mb sequence µ c =3.8 b −1 , one expects an additional 2.3×4.6×10 6 = 1.1×10 7 mutations are needed to randomize it. In the simulation shown in Fig. 1 (d) , the actual number needed is found to be (1.1±0.1)×10
7 .
We computed φ for 384 complete prokaryotic genomes (28 archaebacteria and 356 eubacteria) and 402 complete chromosomes from 28 eukaryotes of lengths ranging from 200 kb to 230 Mb. The rice genome was downloaded from the Rice Annotation Project Database [21] , and all other sequences from the National Center for Biotechnology Information genome database [22] The results shown in Fig. 2 indicate that genomic φ's systematically vary neither with sequence length ((a) and (b)), nor with base composition ((c)). Instead they have a nearly universal value -the average over all sequences is φ g ≡0.037±0.027 (this defines the symbol φ g ). We have verified that, as a general rule, within a genome the variation in segmental φ decreases with segmental length and the average φ reaches its whole-genome value when the size of the segment exceeds 50 kb. In Fig. 2 (a) the spread in φ of the genomic data shows a tendency to decrease with sequence length. Part of this effect may be purely statistical: smaller sample sizes (i.e., sequence lengths) tend to have larger statistical fluctuations. Part of it may also be because sequences longer than 10 Mb are all from chromosomes of multicellular eukaryotes that are phylogenetically close. In any case Fig. 2 (a) clearly puts the genomes in a category apart from random sequences.
From each complete sequence, we extracted the coding and noncoding parts (owing to imperfect annotation, the sum of the parts sometimes differ slightly from the whole), then concatenated the parts into two separate sequences and computed their order indexes, φ cd and φ ncd , respectively. A summary of the ratio φ cd /φ ncd for sets of genomes grouped by length is given in Fig. 2 (d) . For prokaryotes the ratio ranges (10 th to 90 th percentile) from 0.15 to 3 with a median of about 0.5. Notable exceptions are the three bacteria with exceptionally large genomes (L 10 Mb) with ratios ranging from 5 to 7: S. avermitilis, S. coelicolor, and Mycobacterium sp. MCS.
For the eukaryotic chromosomes longer than 10 Mb the ratios do not significantly deviate from unity. Mustard, whose coding and noncoding parts have nearly equal lengths (∼10-12 Mb), is the only exception in this category with φ cd /φ ncd ≈7 (these ratios are beyond the 90 percentile and therefore are not included in Fig. 2 (d) ). In this case φ cd ≈0.055 is similar to other genomes while φ ncd ≈0.0075 is about seven times less than the norm. Rice, the only other plant included in this study, with φ cd /φ ncd ≈0.35 is unlike mustard but more like the other eukaryotes. For the eukaryotic chromosomes shorter than 10 Mb the ratios average to about 2 but show greater variation.
The coding parts of eukaryotic genomes are further partitioned into mRNA and non-mRNA parts, and their φ's computed separately. Averaged over sets of organisms, φ mRN A /φ nmRN A is of the order of 1, with the ratio being ∼0.5 for insects and ∼2 for plants (Fig. 2 (e) ). For the latter, the ratio is ∼1 for the five chromosomes of mustard and ∼2 for the twelve chromosomes of rice. In summary, the differences in φ between coding and noncoding parts, and between mRNA and non-mRNA parts are much smaller than the difference between genomes and random sequences.
The ratio µ eq (φ)/µ c is an indication of how close a sequence is to being random. Fig. 2 (f) shows that the shorter (L 10 Mb) sequences are roughly half-way, and the longer sequences, one-third of the way, towards becoming random. The systematic but weak lengthdependence of the ratio is explained by the fact that the genomic φ, hence µ eq (φ), is approximately constant, whereas µ c is proportional to ln L. The overall average of the ratio is 0.45±0.11.
We summarize our results by considering the function
where z=φ λ and λ=0.21. The value of the exponent λ is determined by requiring that z=0.5 at φ=φ g . I(z) is the simplest function that maps the range (0,1) to a positive real value, has zeros at (and only at) z=0 and 1, has a maximum at z=0.5 and is symmetric with respect to the point z=0.5. In Fig. 3 the parabola-like curve shows I(z) plotted against z. In addition, three other sets of abscissas are given: φ; log 10 L eq (φ), where L eq (φ) is the equivalent length (Eq. (2)); and µ eq (φ), the equivalent mutation rate. A scale linear in z, relative to one in φ, is a better representation of the space of possible sequence lengths. It is seen in Fig. 3 that genomes are concentrated near the peak of the I-curve and equally and far removed from the random (z∼0) and ordered (z∼1) sequences.
The genomic equivalent lengths, occupying a small neighborhood around at L eq (φ g )=730 b, are far shorter than the actual lengths of complete sequences. Among the many possible mechanisms that may cause long sequences to have short equivalent lengths, by far the simplest is replication. This is because a long sequence of length L composed of multiple replications of a random sequence l bases long will have L eq ∼l, independent of L. Similarly, if genome growth is dominated by random segmental duplication [23, 24, 25] , then the genomic L eq will be much shorter genome length [16] .
The genomic equivalent mutation rates span a small range around 1.8 b −1 , or about 45% of the critical mutation rate of approximately 4 b −1 that would randomize the genomes. Thus, for example, a typical worm (C. elegans) chromosome, with an average length of 17 Mb and an equivalent mutation rate of 1.8 b −1 , is as random as an initially ordered 17 Mb sequence after having undergone 31 million random mutations -as compared to the 68 million mutations which would randomize the sequence. In this sense genomes are quasi-random -or "at the edge of chaos". For a linear text, quasi-randomness satisfies two crucial necessary conditions for high information content: high efficiency and large variation in word usage. A random sequence has maximum wordusage efficiency because all its k-mers in an m-set have occurrence frequencies very close to the theoretical mean frequency of the set,f {∞} m =L {∞} m /τ m . However, this also implies minimum word-usage variation, which prevents a random sequence from being information-rich. In a quasi-random sequence a compromise between high efficiency and large variation in word usage is obtained by suitably relaxing the equal-frequency condition [16] , thus allowing a genome at the edge of chaos to have close to maximum information capacity.
The high concentration of genomic φ's near φ g may be interpreted as the signature of a certain robust characteristics in the genomic evolution processes. The near equality of φ's for coding and noncoding regions within a genome suggests that the underlying evolution processes are not dominated by codon selection, but are likely predominantly selectively neutral [26, 27] . We therefore propose the following conjecture: Just as randomness is a fixed-point of the action of random point mutations, the state of genomes defined by φ∼φ g is a fixed-point of the action of a robust, predominantly neutral evolution process. The observed shortness of L eq (φ g ) suggests that the neutral process is dominated by (non-deleterious) random segmental duplications [23, 24, 25] , occurring singly [16, 28] and in tandem [29] . We consider random segmental duplication to be an infrastructure-building process because it does not necessarily produce information directly. Instead, it causes genomic φ to be close to φ g , giving genomes maximum information capacity.
Since this enhances genomic fitness indirectly, the neutral process may in itself be a product of natural selection. The near randomness of the neutral process guarantees the fixed-point associated with φ g to have a very large configuration space, hence relatively low free energy, thus rendering φ g -valued states widely accessible. In contrast, non-neutral, information-gathering processes dominated by selection (narrowly construed) are predominantly point mutations: they are poor mechanisms for inducing genomic states of maximum capacity, and do not lead to widely accessible states. Taken together these suggest that the evolution of the genome may have been driven by a two-stage process: one neutral, robust, infrastructure-building and universal, and the other selective, fine-tuning, information-gathering and diverse. An example of such a two-step process is found in the paradigm of accidental gene duplication followed by mutation driven subfunctionalization [30, 31] . We may assume that during the long history of the genome's growth and evolution, the twin-processes acted in a ratchet-like, complementary manner, driving the genome, in successive stages, to a state of maximum information capacity, and helping it to acquire, at each stage, near-maximum information content.
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